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Volume XCV

Degree

ta Leakey

"

by Robin Wilson -- .7
Alexander Herd, Chancelor at he felt Inclined to give up and deviation from a photogra-excavatin-g his genuine interest lay in exca- ' Mr. Richard Leakey,
Vanderbilt University who reafter graduating from phic safari business he had set vating. Later that year while
flying home,' Leakey spotted
ceived a Dr. of Laws. .Before high school. He also decided up, Leakey led a small expedition
of the recent publications. Origf-gihe believed was an old lake
,.'
what
River
Kenya
in
along the Omo
and People of the Lake, and Leakey visits the CO.W. to against future education and in
currently one of the most, if not accept the Dr. of Science degree, instead took a few part time jobs , Ethiopia. This inclination was deposit This was Lake Turkana
cont'd, on pg. 7.
the most famous paleoanthro- - one will first question who Lea--. 1 in Kenya. In 1967, for excitement ' large enough to tell Leakey that
pologists, will be granted an ; key is and what he has done to
7 honorary degree of the Doctor of ' reach this stature, v
;;
'2
Science as a part of his presenta- Raised in East Africa where,
tJon to the College of Wooster on from an early age he accompanOctober 19 and 20. Leakey is ied his parents in excavating a
furthering the work done by his fossil site at Olduvai . Gorge,
parents, Louis and Mary Leakey,
Leakey spent as much time
world reknowned paleoanthro- - ' playing around his parents excapologists, who i excavated in vation sites as an American boy
Eastern Africa at Olduvai Gorge. would spend playing with cars
- At a formal convocation
in and trucks. Leakey led a life
McGaw Chapel, Thursday, Oc-- : similar to that of the other
19 at 8:15 p.m., Leakey will
Swahilian natives, and as a'
address faculty and students with : young boy, along with his two
his theme: "Human- - Prehistory: ' brothers, learned 'bush craft - a
Facte and Theories." All faculty ' method of surviving indepenwill be present in caps and gowns
dently in - thewilds. Leakey
for the ceremony and academic ' experienced the great finds at
procession. Following the convo- - Olduvai Gorge, foremost being
cation presentation, Leakey will. . his mother Mary Leakey's uncovmake a pit stop in Lowry Center ering in 1959 of a - man-lik- e
creature determined ; to have
to ' answer questions .from students. On Friday, he will speak lived two million years ago, and
to Dr.' Robert Smith's archaeo-log- y his brother John's discovery in
I
V'
class at 10 a.m and. meet ; 1961, of a 1.8 million year old
:
..
with a geology assembly at 11:00 skeleton with a brain capacity . i
larger- than - any skull- - found
a.m. in Leane lecture room.
All colleges and universities before that time.4
Although... possibly because
give a few honorary degrees 1
To find out what clorm Cfe is "really like President Cope land spent the night on Thursday, Oceach year to people who have Leakey had grown up looking for tober
,
5, in Holden Annex. Yes, he ordered a Domino's pizza. Phofo by Greg Tonian.
fossils nearly every day of his life,
come to their attention through
contributions to various academic fields. Upon nomination for an
honorary degree, a faculty vote is .
taken, which - is preceded, by
garde movement in Russian art in Bakst's Terror in Antiquity and in to the surface, and instead,
by 'Greg Stolcis ;
approval of the Board of Trus- ( .' '
the notion of uplift into
degrees
honorary
:
E.
John
Bowk has been the early twentieth century, Bowlt VrubeTs The Flight of Faust and promoted
tees. Other,
"''
lay
groundwork
space.
-Mephistofeles
and"
expertise
the
ah
demonstrated
acclaimed as one of the foremost
given at the College of Wooster
WithLuchishkins's The Balloon
in previous years include Robert 2 authorities on Russian and Soviet ; provocative style that captured his for the development and
- amplification of the vertical motif, Has Flown Away, the notion of
art. His convocation Wednesday ; audience.
M. Coles, a research psychiatrist
a native of London, which was to come to real flight seems to have reached its
at; Harvard : University Health -l-eft little doubt that he is indeed - Bowlt, 34, B.A.
'
and MA from prominence - in the period zenith in Russian art, and there is a
. received his
of
Dr.
given
a
worthy
was
this
of
who
distinction.
In his
Services
Birmingham, ; surrounding the first World War gradual return to the horizontal
of
University
the
Humane Letters; . and George. talk, which focused on the avant- genre. In the Stalindominated
'England As a British Councfl and into the 1920s.
- Exchange Fellow, he studied for
The works of Malevich and 1930s, horizontal themes and
two years ' at Moscow ' State 'Tatliri marked the heyday of the concepts are presented as the art
'
of the day, and Russian art soon
movement,
Russian avant-gardUniversity, and received his Ph.D.
from - the University - of - St. as their- - works left behind - the develops an almost propagandis-ti- c
I
form.
notion of the artist being confined
, Andrews, Scotland. He has taught
at St Andrews, the University of
Co-o- p
Kansas, and is presently Associate
Professor of Russian Art and
Language at the University of
by Dianne Trover
Friday; and 105 on Saturday.
Woodrow
Texas. A
The coop has been in existence
Food
Coop
has
The Wooster
Wilson National Fellow, he spent
for
about seven years; and along
at
247
a
new
moved
location
to
just
National
last year as a Fellow of
with
about 80 other coops in
West North Street v The
Humanities at Yale University.
Kentucky, and West
Ohio,
Arme
coop,
of
the
coordinators
Professor Bowlt, who has
belongs
Virginia
to the Federation
authored five books and thirty Ricciardi . and Brian Lehman, of Ohio River Coops. FORC.
food
"good
a
store
as
advertise
the
publication S in the last five years,
other suppliers, and local farmers
traced the development of the grocery which is run by our (whenever possible) supply food
from
members so we can benefit
movement,
Russian avant-gardfor the store. Yet the coop is more
with special emphasis on the high' quality, low processed, than just a grocery store. Annie
'
theme - of flight and" vertical ecologically grown foods at a explains, The coop has more to
minimum price because of our
Art ; in ; the late
movement.
offer than high quality, cheap food.
efforts." ..
cooperative
twentieth
early
.
nineteenth and
We are a grass roots consumer
healthy
of
selection
wide
.
A
centuries began to break away
organization
motivated by
wheat
whole
as
such
foods
with
movement,
from the Realist
ecology rather
and
humanization
blackstrap
syrup,
maple
pretzels,
its emphasis on horizontal, earthly
responsibility
We
profit.
take
than
of
variety
fruits,
a
dried
molasses,
themes, and developed into a
and
control
own
this
service for
Jo
honey,
flours, whole grain pasta,
'
symbolistic school,"
; '
eight ourselves."
- In Russia, this quickly reflected
spices,
herbs,
and
and
teas
J
Membership in the coop is
itself in images of flight, vertical types of granola are offered. The open to everyone and being a
on
from
open
is
coop
126
mnninn lurk .lim Powers and a host of others led the uplift and what Professor Bowlt
and Wednes- member means a commitment to
Scot offense to a 24-- 8 victory over Otterbein. Story on page 10. referred to as "heavenly Monday, Tuesday,
cont'd, on pg. 4
aspiration.' The aerial themes in day; 12 7 on Thursday and'
"
Photo by Greg Tonian. ;
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Endowment, What Next?
How will the Timken Foundation's recent endowment pledge affect
the College of Wooster? What areas win be changed? What is the future
of endowment at Wooster? These are issues concerning the endowment .
and financial situation that have a critical impact on the entire Wooster
community. Unfortunately, the answers are hardly illuminating, and in .
fact, tend to cast some confusion as to the College's financial status.
,
The most tangible aspect of all of this is the fact that the CoUegehas
- increased its annual budget by $60,000 per year,
with the $3 million raised
going into unrestricted endowment, and not affecting the annual
operating fund. To what extent this will alter the tuition remains unclear. ,
In a recent Voice interview, Dr. Copeland indicated that a "slightly less
tuition rate increase" could be expected. It remains to be seen, however,
as to what that would translate into in terms of an overall comprehensive
fee.
..
Approximately
f
of the new monies are being "diverted Into
scholarships, library .endowments and possible professorships. It is
unlikely any major, programs will be undertaken along any rfew lines.
The main job is to endow the program we now have," acknowledged
Copeland. With most of the buildings on campus paid for, it is unlikely
the College wDl make any physical changes.
Where do we really stand, then? Is the College getting ahead or are we
just treading water?. President Copeland admitted that another
endowment drive could be expected within "eighteen months." What
comes next? What does Wooster do if it cannot maintain its endowment
by Dan Harkins
support? Docs the burden fall upon students even further?
Alan W. Steelman, former
For the time being, we can breathe easy. Wooster 's endowment Representative of the 6th Consupport and overall financial situation is about as secure as one can gressional district In Texas, is this
expect in the present economic climate. As for the future, one can only year's Woodrow Wilson fellow at
speculate as to the direction financial change will take.
the College of Wooster. The
.

one-hal-

,

.

,

N

Steelman Presents- Op miosis
-

primary purpose of the Wilson
program is to "bring real world
practitioners to the college cam-- pus", said Mr. Steelman. "so that
students may be exposed to the
real world." His schedule is based
on his Congressional experiences
. and philosophy.'
Mr. Steelman believes that
, every organization,
whether
by Doug Pinkham
explained. But doing that, you both teams were "equally
public or , private, ' must ' be
at
When we hear 'of physical see, is the problem. When ques- - fault" for the rough style of play. ' accountable for its existence and
Dave Swift, the player accused of must not rely on another instituabuse occurring in' society, we tioned as to what actually hapkicking McCormick, stated that tion to help during a time of need.
assume, that those in authority pened in the Sixth Section
'
will undoubtedly follow some Kenarden game, statements by he accidentiy kicked him in the He claims that the United States
;
should have, not made loans to
shin, not the groin.
process to explore the roles of opposing players were just
They (certain mem-beThe list of contrary quotations the Lockheed Corporation and
individuals involved, and decide
of the Sixth Section team) goes on and on, and it becomes New York City , because both
who is to blame, so that action
really
abused us,"
Greg somewhat difficult to discern who organizations were .Inefficiently
may be taken to forestall such
violence in the future. When that Viventl, a member of the is indeed stating the accurate administered and the fiscal probprocess is not properly followed Kenarden team. ; They ' didn't
perception of . the game." But lems encountered were due to
'"'
poor management. He continued
(or the process is ineffective) and -come oat to play soccer.
John Rosenbluth; also a mem-- , - several points about, the; game to state that if a corporation br
the ones at fault are not identified,
can be
and should be city
ber of
team, added noted: concluded
there is nothing to halt the that. the Kenarden
first,
people were It cannot operate by itself, then
that
guys were only out
should not exist,
reoccurrence of such violence. there Those
injured
as
result
a
of
the rough
to rough. us up."'A third
On domestic issues, the former
That, it seems to me, makes Kenarden
player, Mike McCor-mic- style of play. One player for member of Congress pointed to
sense.
Kenarden
had
leg
his
bandaged
said that at one point he
What doesn't make sense is was deliberately
at Hygeia, another was taken to three specific areas. He stated
kicked
the
in
that the latter situation seemed to groin
the hospital for
because of that inflation is too high and must
be the case when rough play yards while the ball was three a swollen ankle. Several players be curtailed. Today's inflation,
away from him.
according to Mr. Steelman is
predominated and a fight broke
In contrast. Stew Massey, a on the Sixth Section team also caused by the government and
out during a recent intramural
were
injured
in the game.
member of the Sixth Section
soccer game here at Wooster--a
Secondly, the officiating in the action to curtail this rate should
team,
related
MWe
that
weren't
come from the government
game on October 1 between
out there to cheat and win. We game was a problem from the
said that he was glad to see
Sixth Section and Kenarden were
beginning.
Rice,
Jeff
a Resident theHe Federal
out there to win as fairly as
Reserve System
we could." Another player on that Assistant in Kenarden and the ' tighten its credit and thus slow
At this point, it would be helpful
only
referee,
admitted that the down
team, John Kratzer, said he
the monetary growth rate,
to provide a summary of the "didn't
feel we were being aggres- game did get out of hand; but he . but he also, stated that the
same with all incidents of abuse sive to punish anybody,"
explained that he was at a
and that disadvantage
must have some rebecause he- was Congress
on
straint
the
federal budget
inexperienced and because the"
WOOSTER VOICE
Secondly, the unemployment
other team did not supply an
(as specified in IM rules). ; rate of six percent is too high and
ruousntu WtfclL.Y IXJKING THE ACADEMIC YEAR RV THF official
He claimed he was verbally ' should be possible in a
STUDENTS OF THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER. Oninions
system.'
ledtforiak and futures are those of the staff alone, and should not be construed as abused throughout the contest.
". Third,
permanent tax cut
a
On the other hand, some memrepresentative of adrrmstranon policy.
The WOOSTER VOICE welcomes aB signed letters to the Editor fro
bers of the Sixth Section team should . be established. - As a
member of the House. Mr. Steelstudents, faculty, admmisrrators, subscribers, and members of the greater claimed he did not do a capable
man
legislation of
wooxer community, ah corresponoence may be adoressed to WOOSTER job of controlling the game.
VOICE, Box 3187, The College of Wooster. Ohio 44691.
Representative
then
Gerald Ford
The
third
conclusion
that can which is similar to today's
Ihe WOOSTER VOICE is a member of the United States Pro Auv-tinr- .
Kemp- be reached is that the abusive
land the Ohio Newspaper Association. Subscription rates are now $6.50 per year
playing
style was Initiated by
m mong oa
uosenpnon angyjo per year tor first class.
'
players on die Sixth
unices ot the WUUSTEK VOICE are located iower Lowry Center, Room G-Section team. One spectator, a
loepnone: moj im-uh- ,
extensnn 433.
Robert Liberty is still
STAFF
member of the section, noted . (CPS)
mad.
..
.Doug Pinkham There was no .question: the
(Associate Editors:
sophomores (of the Sixth Section
Last spring. Liberty, a., law
..... GregStolcisI team) started it alL In an inter- student, . helped the Oregon
rearure ...
.
..Sabrina Johnson view. Swift stated at one point
Student ' Lobby compile some
Sport
JrniWilkins
played
"we
pretty
that
rough.
The
startling statistics. Their report
Photography
. .... i .
.
.Amu Sancetta majority of
an
our
was
it
fault."
Yet
showed
that almost half the
rrooucnon manager
Mary Ann Woodie
the question of whether the students employed by Oregon
KdvertisingManager
CindiMeister
aggressive play of the Kenarden schools were being, in essence,
rcrculaoon Manager
Anne Beever
Copy Editor
LoriCarknr. team was defensive or retaliatory
illegally underpaid. But when they
lAssstant txfitors:
in nature is not clear.
.
presented their
report to
Feature....
Martha Oeschl
There you have it: conflicting
Oregon
the
board
of
Higher
Sports
Hunterl
..... Dan
testimony with several ambig-uou- s
Photography . .
(OBHEX and the U.S.
Education
GregTonian, John Wafehl
conclusions. It was enough Office
Reporting Staff: Dan Harkins, Dianna Trover, Cathy Gamgus, Louise A. BlumJ evidence for a hearing
of Education, neither took
to be ' any action.
X
aogrt irfaatsen, Mank bperry,
SeJbv. Kevin rUcornrnons. Brenda Luopt
called (which IM Director Fritz
.
Deb Berg
' cont'd, on pg. 3
Oregon's battle is typical of the
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IM Conflict Still Unresolved
rs

Roth bill He said that he still
supports the tax cut because "the
money normally does not get
back to those people who need to
hold onto their earnings" and the
government should not provide
for their needs. When ' asked
whether this meant the repeal of
welfare programs, he stated that,
groups of individuals, such as the
blind and handicapped,: will
always require some foirm of
assistance and the government
.must meet these needs.
In the international spectrum,
Mr. Steelman focused on. two
major topics. He stated that the
dollar remains to be a well
respected currency on foreign
markets, but may lose this
position should foreign investors
and governments continue to say
that Europeans no longer see the
United States as their .strong
economic partner. Some actions
must be taken to correct this
situation, he stated, although he
did not hold a specific answer, .sicj '
Peace in the Middle East was
the other topic of his concern. He
was glad to see the success of the
Camp David summit stating that
it was the first good piece of news
for some time. The President he
said should be given credit for thfc
- ' ' v
summit success. ,.
In regard to President Carter's.
administration, Mr. Steelman
noted that the President fa more
concerned with content rather
than the context of his policies.
He pointed to Carter's pride in
being able to know more about
the legislation on Capital Hill
then most congressmen. Mr.,
Steelman believes that Carter
should instead focus his energies
towards the development of his
philosophy and leave the content
to his able aids. The former
cont'd, on pg.' 3

plight of .many students who find
themselves working for their
schools at rates lower than the
$2.65hour minimum wage. Most
colleges and universities, it turns
out, are routinely allowed to pay
less than the minimum wage to all
their working students, including ;
programs. .
those on work-studIn getting their waivers,' most
colleges plead fiscal problems.
And if the colleges meet- federal
--

y

-

requirements' to pay wages

comparable to prevailing rates and
compatible with the skills of the
student, the government will,
typically grant a waiver. ' -

--

!

:

.
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Letters to the Editor

Soup

--

Dear Editor,

-

Out of five different base countries
OXFAM works in individual
programs throughout the--, third

;

r

Anyone who has been at
C.O.W. for more than one quarter
may be wondering . what has
-

--

happened to the renowned "Soup
.& Bread" meal. Those of you who
are here for the first time may be
feeling that the social action and

worlds.

,

.

.

.

'

IS m i o A '
ca0m
aKeont
nr
unexpressed. For the past eight
Quarters the Soup & Bread meal
has been one; vehicle through
ujhirh surh ronrprns were:
- I
A
wihj
explored anaI veniea.I ruiyune

ss

cross-cultur-

OXFAM representative (about 25
throughout the third world) and
apply to one of the OXFAM offices
for the necessary funds. This is
where our role comes in. We have
made a total contribution of about
7 $13,000. to the liberation struggles
type
of
can probably obtain some
description from other upperclass ; of specific communities in
people But, before discussing Bangladesh, Tanzania and Upper
are changing,
l
...i
uw fiutii cuji is luuay,
a tui itsi Volta.all Peoples lives is
it
a slight, yet
has
taken
and
- accurate - description
seems' in
.conscious and important, change
'order.:;;.:
; Soup & "Bread is a program in our lifestyle pattern. ,
Whew! Just writing this gets me
involving commitment, giving, fun
love. At the beginning of each ..energized!! But, to come to the
quarter people sign up to partake purpose, of this article, where are
in a Soup & Bread meal every we today? The past two quarters
Wednesday dinner (the day has especially, we have ", had real
fluctuated) throughout that difficulty in getting people to
quarter. This entails eating a participate (a minimum of 350 of
the food service population is
simple "' (but good!) ' meal
needed, others are welcomed).
. unlimited amount of two kinds of
This has made the few.organizers
seriously consider the "why, what
beverages-i- n Kittredge (although,
for, what's wrong" etc. of the
program
and we decided to take a
, people participated.). 'The
I tr rj
. quarter off to consciously evaluate
meal) multiplies during each and consider what direction, if
quarter to equal an amazing any, we want to take.
A significant part of the dilemma
$1500. $2000, whichin the past,
seems, to be that people have a
develophardtime identifying with third
international
rallpH
OXFAM- world lives because it is so far from
ment nmcram
.

1

.

1

.

L-

inter-connecte-

wnc

'

Dear Editor:

in its effort.

By now, all organizations
living units have received the

--

Friday, Chi-O'- s will also recognize
each participating group' and its

self-hel- p

members..

"

cont'd, from pg. 2 V,.

(five from each team) and the
referee, certain problems in the
IM sports program emerged
;

prooiems inai must pe aeau wnn
by Rabb. Though Wooster does
possess a comprehensive men's
IM sports program and, for the
most part, students who participate: follow the rules of good
--

though physical abuse is not
uncommon. For a form of athletics that is supposed to be
purely participatory, .intramural
sports are becoming far too
aggressive.
V At the same time, the offici- .

affnA siictom

-

uitifa-t- i

faille frtr

avh

"team to sunnhi its own referee
discounts the possibility that an
objective viewpoint is sometimes
necessary when physical intimidation or fighting does occur..
When abuse does -- take place,
there is no "objective' Judge
accept Fritz Rabb and his assistants (who do not attend all IM
games). ,
The result is that (1) illegal,
aggressive play continues, ' and
(2) no effective process to prevent
fighting or to punish those who
are truly to blame exists.
In response to the Sixth
conflict, Rabb's
solution was to outline several
"conduct guidelines'' that served
to warn both the individual team
members and the teams themselves not to misbehave in the
future. The penalties involved the
Sec-tionKenar-

,

den

not-occ- ur.

that decision provides little

,

.

solace. When asked what would
happen if, in an IM contest, one
player were to blatantly strike
another and there were again two
conflicting stories. Rabb discounted the possibility saying,
"That hasn't happened."
Well, it could very well happen.
The fact that some individuals do
try to physically intimidate others
in intramurals. and the fact that
some players have been injured
by illegal rough play Indicates
that an Independent officiating
system is needed in the program.
During hearings, then, the
referee's report would be the
"primary opinion of the game and
players involved in conflicts
would have to respond to the
referre's statement and be questioned by Rabb and his assis"
;
;
tants. :
.
Even though fighting is rare in
IM games, the program should be
prepared to deal with altercations
in a direct and punitive manner.
--

-

.

d,

SectionKenarden

non-existe-

--

.

Since the Bloodmobile doesn't
arrive until Thursday, October 19,
groups have about one week to
pool their members in order to win
the challenge. Plan ahead and
make a supreme effort to Set 100
percent donation, from your

group. The Red Cross needs your
help. Any questions about the
challenge should be directed to
your group leader or to Carol
Emmons, Chi Omega Psi.

G-Sect-

."

In regard to the Republican

After being delayed by the Camp
David summit meeting, President
Carter is expected to finally sign
into law a biU that was originally
drafted to halt U.S. funding to

Mexico's

.

paraquat spraying

program. The bill, however, wHl
probably' end up allowing U.S.
funding to continue.
Introduced as an amendment to

the International Security

Assistance Act of 1978, the
measure would have stopped U.S.
financing of a Mexican program-officiacalled Operation Condor-startein 1975 to spray marijuana

nt.

lly

d

week.

program seems to be working.
Last year, for example, HEW

caught an average

-

repayments at a rate of 1200 per

-

The increase is largely due to an
expanded federal collection staff.
This month, when two of HEWs

of 270

defaulters on three loan programs
the Guaranteed Student Loan,
the National Direct Student Loan,
and Health Education Assistance
each week..
Loans
- This year, . Califano reports
HEW is converting defaults to

Barb Blair

party; Steelman believes that the
party will be able to pick up an
additional twenty seats In the
House of Representatives and
one or two in the Senate during
this year's congressional elections. He stated that if the party
wanted to eventually have a
majority in the Congress, that It
should broaden Its policies and
platforms to Increase its membership.
..a Today
the- party is laaay,
according to Steelman, as a party
of the elite and business, when to
effect it is not He sees the party
objectives to promote a
. system, where business is Involved in competition.
Therefore, if the party is able to
communicate that It is the true
"people's party" then It will attain
'
the majority.
Steelman served in the House
of Representatives during the
92nd and 93rd Congresses, and
lost his bid for the Senate in 1975.
He is currently an international
business consultant with a Texas
firm; and may pursue elected
office again, though he is not sure
of what office and at what time.
.

-

free-enterpr-

--

ise

U.S. Cuts Paraquat Funds

ion

After Loan Defaulters

d

re-vitaliz- ed

Lucille Teichert

moving

each-year-

soccer game. The fact is, however, that under the present
system that conflict won't be
resolved and appropriate punishments won'fbe handed out to
those who deserve them. .
Let's hope that there are no
more cases of physical abuse
during intramural competition,
that fits of anger will be rare and
fights
Because if
there are other cases, we have no
assurance that anyone is prepared, or willing, to deal with
them.

HEW

U.S. Dept. of Health, Education
and Welfare Secretary Joseph
Califano told, a congressional
subcommittee this summer there
were 300,000 former . college
students who had not yet repaid
loans. But
their federally-insureCalifano swore he'd get. them to
repay. Now the first results of
collection program
Califano's
have' been released," and the

.

Needed

-

require comment and discussion.
Such a discussion will take place
next Tuesday, October 17, 9 p.m.
in Wagner Lounge. The discussion
is only structured in light of the
.above expressions and with the
hope of coming out with some new
directions for soup
or
and bread concerns. We invite the
entire campus community to join
us. And bring a friend.

--

That's themajor point For if
limits to misbehavior are set and
enforced, abusive play should
'
Obviously, as Rabb argues,
there are difficulties with attempting to find officials for all
intramural games. Yet if referees
were well-paiand there's no
reason why they shouldn't be,
then the problem of finding an
objective judge for the game and
its possible consequences would
' be solved.
Now, that conclusion still does
not resolve the question of what
Individuals were to blame for the
violent ' actions at the Sixth

possibility of being suspended
from intramurals for a season, or
perhaps the rest of this year. No
- one, in effect, was punished, ,
.
For students physically abused
in that game and other games,'
-

Rahb held followlna Rice's com
plaint), but, as Rabb admitted, he
did not have enough proof to
decide "which individuals were
primarily at fault

.

n

together

in

from pg. 2
member also pointed out that the
current President has failed to
inflate the Congressional ego by
not returning member's phone
calls and asking them to the
White House. He states that
inflating their ego Is an effective
weapon In winning Congressional
support even though the Administration may differ with the
consensus on the HiU.
- On other issues. Mr. Steelman
supports the extention of the
Equal Rights Amendment because it is necessary to grant both
sexes equal rights and opportunities, however, he also believes
that the extention "changed the
rules in the middle of the game,
and therefore those staes who
wish to rescind their ratification
should be able to do so. On the
President's recent veto of the
Public Works bill, Mr. Steelman
congratulated the President for
taking the initiative to veto the
popular piece of legislation, because this act is "the biggest pork
barrell which passes Congress

;

,

value-lade-

Charges
Makes
Steelman
cont'd,

and
Chi-- O

challenge to donate the highest
percentage of blood per group. At
the Church House, Chi Omega Psi
will record the number of donors
for each group. Those donors who
are active in more than one
organization may be credited for
each group to which they belong,
the results will be tallied and the
winner will be announced on

:

,

.7

vampires and other thirsty
Halloween, "ghostlies," the
American Red Cross does "vant
your blood." And Chi Omega Psi
volunteered to help the Red Cross

.

--

.

Although not as viciously as

-

.

-

potential

towards a liberated humanity for
'
all
Of course', these are
statements which are open to and

Challenge Campus

.

,

"-

nt,

Chi-O'- s

"

.

--

appropriate (hot commenting on

'-

-

.

world such' to) stop here. If we see and feel our
are" no longer common humanity, we will see the

d

attitudes

--

4.

inter-depende-

appropriate); How can we begin to
Wentify with and commit ourselves
to people --outside our own
It seems this
environments?
cannot happen without beginning
where we are and with what makes
us hurt. This is an essential point.
In light of the above discussion,
though, it is important that we do
not (and if we truly become
conscientized we will not be able
-

al

increasingly

.

4.1

-

ings. Unfortunately, this college's
and this country's educational
system does not seem to develop,
encourage or often even support
such
awareness.
This attitude sterns out of the
whole historical development of
our country and it is just this
attitude which has enabled us to
become the world power which we
are seen as today. But in our

Villages - arid communities
develop
about 'a
problem or oppressive situation
and see a way to liberate
themselves. ; They formulate a
program, connect with a regional
self-awarene-

'

"

'

whether they were ever

our own realities and understand-

ten-region- al

.

.

Offices begin using

professional collection agencies.
the rate of conversion should
increase even more:' Over 1500

cases have been referred to the
U.S. Attorney since last October.

with a herbicide called
paraquat. Marijuana lobbyists,
though, protested that paraquat-sprayemarijuana could cause
sever lung damage if smoked, with
symptoms of shortness of breath
and - the vomiting of blood.
Consumers, moreover, could not
tell without laboratory testing
what marijuana had actually been
sprayed.
In response, the amendment cut
off U.S. monies for Operation
Condor. At the last moment,
though, Congress inserted a
provision that funding could
continue if the Mexican
government found a way to color
the paraquat, and thus warn its
potential consumers.
Sure enough, Mexico started
fields

d

dyeing its paraquat with

something called Rhodamine B in
July, even before the bill passed
Congress. The State Department
spokesman also said the dye met
the provisions of the Act,
allow U.S. funding to
continue.
and-woul-

d
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Oimim Honase Fosters Wommeini's Movesirieinit

Dunn House are not confined
simply to women. The. focus
upon individualism and personal
growth applies to all members of
the Wooster community, regardless of their sex. It is the integral
cornerstone of the foundation
upon which WoosterV commit- ment to the liberal arts tradition
N V
lies.'

women's entertainment night,
along with poetry readings and
workshops, will be featured. It is hoped that later in die
year a panel discussion, focusing
on the conflict women encounter
choosing between a career and a
family, will be offered. :
The concerns and intentions of
.

.

.

life-sty- le

y

Pop

-

.99

Premieres

then give the spotlight to pianist
.Brian Dykstra, a professor here,
who will perform three rags
composed oy Scott Joplin, James
"
Scott and...Brian Dykstra.

.

the ..changes feminism has
brought to the College of

Can Dale Moore really drown
piece orchestra?
out a seventy-fiv-e
Can any organization drown out
Dale Moore? Can a percussion
tall
section really see a five-foconductor?
These probing questions, along
with ' many others, .can be
answered by coming to The

ut

4

attained some degree of success.
McDonald, a former religion and
speech major, has succeeded in
publishing a collection of his
poems under the title "Clear
Thoughts on Hazy Days."
The book contains the work of
many years and upon its completion the author met with the.
usual disheartening experiences
faced by many writers who try to
have their work published. Over
a dozen publishers rejected the
book before the Sunday Press of
Cleveland finally agreed to its
printing. Of the 2000 copies of
me first edition, which came out
on September 15, only 1600 are
lefta selling rate which surprises even Mr. McDonald. By
Christmas, the book, which sells
for three dollars a copy, will
probably be in its second printing. McDonald is enthusiastic
and optimistic about the success
of his work, and stressed the fact
that: part of its proceeds will go to

orchestra will present the theme
from "Exodus" (Ernest Gold),
followed by a selection of songs
from Rodgers and Hammerstein
featuring baritone Dale Moore of
the College of Wooster music
department, and soprano Erin
QTlara, a senior music student."!
To wind up the program, the
Orchestra will feature some
contemporary music, "offering
"Brian's Song" (Michel Legrand),
selections - from "Shaft". (Isaac
Hayes), "The Way We Were'T

Wooster Symphony Benefit

"Pops" Concert this hornecoming
weekend,. The concert, being a
"pops' concert, is the first one of
its kind in Wooster.
- Nancy Buckingham,
conductor -of the symphony (who really is five

a

non-denominatio-

nal

organiza-

whose goal is to "put an end to
Just how they
plan to accomplish this is uncertain, but it is to be hoped that Mr.
McDonald's contribution will aid
them in their goal.
Encouraged by. his success.
McDonald has now decided to
career.
make writing his full-tiAbandoning his job as account-executifor the Mortenson
Broadcasting Company, he has
settled down to work on his next
book another thought-inspirin- g
work entitled Thumbs Up For
The Lord": an account, of his
experiences while backpacking
10.000 miles through the United
States and Mexico last year.
Unlike many serious writers.
McDonald does not set aside a
certain amount of time each day
to work on his manuscripts.
Scorning, such a degree of discipline, he writes instead whenever
he feels the urge, often composing his poetry at three in the
morning a method whose consequences are clearly evident in
the quality of his finished work.
me

ve

feet tall), explains, "Along with

(Marvin Hamlisch),? and
Park" .(Jimmy
.

Webb),

called "World Vision-"The key to havinq naonevl tion
group of business administrators
later is with sa vino now. WJ.
4 can help you with one of our
many savings plans. Letl
fX your
LET THE MEN OF WISDOM SPEAI
money grow so it can
i

--

1

The ethics of reverence for life makes no distinction between higher and
lower, more precious and less precious Bfe...To truly ethical man, all life is
sacred, including forms of life that, from the human point of view, seem to be
lower than ours.
Dr. Albert Schweitzer, The Teaching of Reverence for Life

ag

Federal

Sarimgt & Loom Association

of Wooster

1812 Cleveland Rood

2647812

. WAYNE COUNTY

RIGHTTO LIFE

EMPAC Emergency Pregnancy Aid
FREE Pregnancy Hotfinc

X

SOCIETY.264-528-

9

MANSFIELD

1-419-5-

X

26-1372

First

ABORTION FACTS
Anyone who performs a therapeutic abortion is either ignorant of modern
medical methods of treating the complications ofpregnancy, or is unwilling to
"
take time to use them.
RJ. Hefferman, M.D., Tufts Univ.

1-8-

00

344 7211

t.isM.iKKicF

tfei-K- S

-

'Buckingham is looking forward

to a good,

variety-filleconcert
and hopes that - parents' : and
students alike will attend; 'The
money raised will be put towards
buying new instruments for the
orchestra, buying new music and
bringing in guest artists for the up-coming season. ,
The concert win be presented in
McGaw Chapel on Saturday,
October 14 at 8:15 p.m. Tickets, .
which are $1.00 for students and
$3.00 for adults, are available: at
Lowry Center, the music office in
Merz HaD and at the door on the
,
of the performance.;
d

,

--nig-

ht

Seeks Support

Co-o- p

cont'd, from pg.

1

work at the store at least three
hours a month, attending an
orientation, receiving a discount
on food purchases, and being able
to attend monthly meetings where
decisions are made regarding
policy and operation of the store.
"Our meetings are conducted
on a consensus basis so there are
no losers when an issue has been'
decided," continues Annie. "Vye
try to reach a decision that
everyone agrees upon. It may take
longer to do business this way, but
it's an example of how we feel
really
about what being a co-o:
means." The coop's philosophy can be
seen in how it concerns itself with

areas besides food. It is concerned,
with the world hunger, problem
and seeks to educate members
about it; it would also like to serve
the public by making floor space
available in the present building for
a woodworking shop or perhaps a
studio for artists.
When shoppers come to the coop, Annie suggests they bring bags
'
or boxes for their purchases and
will accept
adds that the co-odean jars or quantities of paper
bags which can be used in the
business. Questions about the
p

food line,-- membership, or

p

discounts on bulk purchases can
be telephoned to Annie or Brian at

,

264-979- 7.

Female Work Force Augments

(CPS)
The women's
movement notwithstanding,

women are still frequently thought
creatures. A
of as home-bounnew set of statistics, though, may
help change those unrealistic

:

million.' Three out of four working
women, moreover, worked full

time.

. xv

The percentage was even higher
for women with families. A record
8.2 million families were headed by
notions.
women, of which 59 percent
For Herbert Bienstock of the worked. Yet the median income of
LLS. Bureau of Labor Statistics
those woman-le- d families was still
reports that now, for the first tkne ' far below- - that of
d

.

--

--

two-pare- nt

in

American

women

out-numb- er

history,

non-worki-

working

-

ntftzi 'A .3

families.

ng

women.' As of June, 1978, 50.1
percent of all women 16 years or
older worked, accounting for a
female workforce of nearly 39

wh.I1 ts.A..::?-

'TTZ

...

"MacArthur

Those who want to meet the
author will have their chance on
Saturday morning. October 14
at the Lowry Center Bookstore,
where he ' will make a brief
personal appearance from 9:00
to 12:30 to sign autographs.

Food

--

--

As Writer

world hunger."

.;

After intermission,' the

ot

--

by Louise A. Blum
Eight years after his graduation from the College of Wooster,
Bishop McDonald Jr. has finally

V"

.

Wooster, and attempts to derive
raising funds for the orchestra, the
benefits from it.
concert's objective will also be to
Several-tangibl- e
try to interest more people into
outgrowths
corning to hear the orchestra by
have resulted from this process.
presenting a wider range of music.
Dunn House sponsored an Open
It should have something for.
House in which representatives
' .
everyone.'
from all of the women's organiAnd something for everyone it
zations on campus attended and
explained their purpose and. has indeed. After starting off with
intentions. On Oct. 29, an auto ' excerpts from "Masquerade
Suite" (Aram Khatchaturian) and
repair workshop, featuring "a
"Symphonic
Dances" - (Sergei
Come prepared for music, mime, and magic when Michael female instructor, wul be pre'
Hennessy enlivens McGaw Chapel on October 23.
sented. Later this quarter - a' Rachmaninoff), the orchestra will

Wooster Graduate

.

--

.

-

.

.

-.--

The changes brought upon
society by the WomenV movement are as numerous as they
are undeniable. Some of these
changes have taken root here at
Wooster,' and have grown into
Dunn House, a program house
dealing with women's issues and
"concerns on the Wooster campus.
""v.
The emphasis of Dunn House
centers around individualism.
The program's philosophy main- tains that we are searching for
places for ourselves and other-wom- en
In this world of increasing competition and aggressiveness, without conforming to new
stereotypes or old traditions.'
The residents of Dunn House are
far from all alike.. As Contact
person Jennifer Haverkamp puts
it. the residents all have "different perspectives towards the
Women's movement." The unifying element is a focus, shared
by all. on a developing, questioning process that acknowledges

j

-

'

The statistics varied in racial
breakdowns. The' employment
rate for black women was 53.8
percent, versus 49.7 percent for
white women.
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my specialization," Raitt
comments. He really enjoyed
California. He rode his bike fifteen
miles a day, including to the
University every day, and he also
spent a lot of time at the beach. It
was a rewarding and relaxing year
for him. Also, from the middle of
April to the middle of May, 1978,
Raitt did some activities with the

medicine men. Raitt had another
r
taped interview there.
"This whole area of study builds

,

three-hou-

Professor Thomas Raitt of the
Religion Department has recently
returned from a one year study
leave, the main purpose being to

on a
interest that
I've had," Raitt comments. He
spent the summer of .oo-oon a
long-standin-

prepare a special course,

g

7

Navajo reservation working with

American Indian ' Religion and
Culture, which will be offered this
winter quarter.
Professor Raitt also wanted to
reactivate his graduate school
minor - World Religions - arid in the
course of his study, he audited
several courses on world religions
at the University of California at
Santa Barbara.
The bulk of Raitt's studies
centered around American Indian
culture and most of his research
was retrieved from the library at
.

Presbyterian missions. He has
made several visits there in the
past-othe way to visiting his
parents who five in California.
n

Study' Travel Seminar and

Professor Baird in Israel and spent
some time at the Ecumenical

In November, Raitt wQl present
a professional - paper' at the
American Academy of Religion
meeting in New Orleans. The
paper, - entitled, The Ritual
Meaning of Corn Pollen Among

--

.

Institute for Advanced Theological

Studies where Baird is now on

two-third-s

?

.

.

leave.

.

the Navajo" is
based
on his interviews and discusses
how medicine men use corn pollen
Santa Barbara. Santa Barbara has . in their rituals. ,
'
a good library in anthropology
In March, 78, he presented
which is where he found the best
information on American Indians. another paper to the western
Raitt expressed surprise at the fact sectional meeting of the American
that forty percent of all the works Academy of Religion in Santa
on American Indians that he had Barbara entitled "GodMan Aniread were written by women, and mals: A Comparison of Navajo
he also expressed concern that and tarty Israelite World Views."
the KelKpon uepartment ts now Raitt also published ah article last
made up of seven white males. year in the periodical Religion in
Raitt also talked to some faculty at
entitled "Horizontal
Santa . Barbara " about tribal Life,
Revelation." In July, 1977, after
religions with regard to his studies. seven years
of work, Raitt
.
Raitt's new course is a course in published' his first - book, A
culture as well as religion because, Theology of Exile. " -'
as he explains, the American
"It was good to get a year out of
'
Indian culture and religion are
. otaIkju meshed and cannot be
separated. The four tribes that the
course will study are the Eskimo,
the Navajo, the Sioux, and the
WASHINGTON. D.C. (CPS) Iroquois. Most of his lectures will Tim Bradley of the American
be based on first hand sources. - Society) for Engineering Educa- One of the highpointe of Raitt's tion only shakes his head and
year was last December when he ' says, ."Nobody knows. They're
spent several weeks on a Navajo all wondering."
reservation in Arizona and a week
That, in a nutshell, is the Mcon
"at the Navajo Community College
sensus"" that has developed
iat TsaQ- e- The college is the first
education lobbyists here in
never started by an American
the four months since the U.S.
Indian' tribe ' on their own Supreme Court ruled mat
reservation and operated
Allan P. Bakke was ille- -'
.according r to their beliefs. The . gaily denied admission to the
school employs Navajo medicine
University of California Davis
men and . Raitt tried, during his medical school because he is
'
time there, to win their confidence
white.
and, thereby, to be granted a rare
The court also ruled that the
-

1

.

?

nr

Raitt talked to Jewish Bible
professors and visited Jewish
homes and "...got my eyes opened
to orthodoxy as a modern
movement," he observes. Among
the highpoints of his stay in Israel,
Raitt experienced the Samaritan'
Passover Sacrifice, a
ceremony performed at the
edge of Jerusalem and, with the
STS, he witnessed a Hasidic
(Jewish) - sabbath service in
Jerusalem.
Professor
Raitt joined the
Wooster faculty in 1964. He
. received his B.A. at Willamette in
1955, his B.D., at Union

V

.

.

a.

5,000-year-ol- d

'

Theological Seminary in 1959.
Raitt has a Ph.D. from Vanderbilt
University.
--

Having returned from his researching in Santa Barbara,
religion professor Thomas Raitt prepares for his new course on
American Indian Religion. Photo by Amy Sancmtta. .

;

Bakke Challenges Admission Policies
x

"

a-mo-

ng

38-year--old

-

.

--

'

"

-

.

,

O-"- -interview.
.' "I was able to get a three-hou- r
taped interview with one. of the
leading medicine men on special
aspects of his religion," Raitt
explains. The experience of going
from second hand sources to
primary sources was exciting.
Raitt also spent a week at Chinle,
near a clinic which practices
holistic medicine There, medicine
men are employed to work along
with M.D.V and -- the U.S.
Department of Health pays these
medicine men to heal Navajo

"patients,
the legitimacy of the practices of
.thereby-acknowledgi- ng

--

'

'

.

school's admissions policy,'
which reserved 16 seats in a

class of 100 for minority students, was unconstitutionaL Yet
it was the court's third ruling
that colleges may consider race
as a factor under some circumstances - that generated the kind
of confusion Bradley noted.
r For admissions officers
are
trying to determine what those
"circumstances" might be. Their

task is not made easier by the
The adjustments to date seem
court's split opinion on the issue. to be an empty consensus.
Only five of the nine Justices
. the. consensus'., main
cohcurred in the "special ' cir- - points: ':
C '
t A
cu instances opinion, and there
was Considerable dispute among jThat any admissions prothose five over what constitutes gram that uses racial considerations in any way will proan acceptable bably be viewed by the courts
program.;
As a result, the academic as "inherently suspect," and
community is busily running off thus be subject to review.
to various conferences to see if it fThat all schools are going to
can concoct an acceptable affir- have to review their current
mative action program on its policies, and are probably goown. Professional organizations ing
them to
to have to
like the American Council of
school's
the
reflect
explicitly
AsEducation and the National
objectives.
sessment of Educational Pro- stated academic
gress, as well as schools from the
That colleges will, nonethe
University of Maryland to Mount
Marty College in South Dakota,
have already scheduled Bakke
conferences this fall. Other
r
groups, like the American AssoStore-wid- e
ciation for Higher Education,
have rushed opinion booklets
into print that catalogue admissions policy adjustments in the
Bakke decision's wake.
A-mo-

:

.-

race-conscio-

I

SERVICE

i

TAKES YOU

I

lment

The court itself was clear only
on the first point of the consensus. On the second point, the
court said schools can consider
race as one element of an
applicant's character, and thus
his admlssabllity. Yet It added
that to give an applicant special
treatment only because of his or
her race would violate the equal
protection clauses of the 14th
Amendment.

us

.

--

re-dra- w

I

I

Brenner's 60th Anniversary

jj
S

Celebration

Starts Mon., Oct 16th, 78

SAVE at least 15

8

--

on all painter

pants, Flare or Straight leg jeans
BibO'alls
Western & Disco Shirts, Sweaters,
Outerwear, Suits & Sportcoats

--

SAVE NOW!!...
like.

voniD-wiD- ii

i

--

.

'

rwml
TRAVEL

-'

less, retain broad discretionary
powers in tailoring their admissions programs to ' their
own goal; Including tit goal
of increased minority enrol-

ng

.

"

Layaway for later if you

J

VISA & MASTERCHARGE both welcome.
Open Mon., Tues., Thurs., Sat. 'til 5:30; Fri 'til 9 p. m
Closed Wed. at 12 Noon
j

-

tor firslttm donors with this ad,

;

Open Mon-S-

at

7:30

AM.--

4

eveninss-M,T,- W,

372 E. Exchange St., Akron Phone

376-687- 3

& Th till 9:00 PM.
for appoinment -

Brenner
116 East Liberty St.

Phone 262 8776

Bros.

J
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by Tasoula Karakasidou

need further Inspection before a
a red one

final decision, or

K1S

T ABOUT

cut all

.

--

Thessalonild is the capital of indicating severe damages.
northern Greece, with a popula- , Immediately tents were estabtion of 600,000. It had suffered a lished by'; the army for" the
series of earthquakes in the past frightened people. The cultural
years, but the most damaging and business' . life of the city
., one happened on June 20, and it V stopped
for approximately a
caused severe damages to the month." Night Ufe was nonbeautiful "nymph of .the existent. The town gave - the
Thermaikos bay". This quake - impression of a ghost city on"
was measured 6.5 onithe Richter Sundays when almost everybody
scale, and it was the niost severe was going away. ' .
; to occur since 1905. ,r : -- r, ' Prime Minister Karamanlis
-- Fifty people were killed, from' showed an immediate interest in
which 39 were the victims of an the damaged city. In collaboraapartment house which col-- : - tion with the Minister of
lapsed. Seismdlogical experts - Northern Greece Mr. Martis, the
- were
called to the scene by the police, army and other authoriGreek government to investigate ties, he tried to calm the fright-- :
the disaster. Their conclusion ened people. Later he visited
was that the region is seisiso- northern Greece himself, where
genic and one can expect earth- he spent four days in person
quakes any time. Various ; inspecting damages and elabora-- ;
theories' have been developed for ting restoration plans. Messages
the causes of that quake, but a of sympathy were received from
definite answer has never been foreign - heads of state : and
given to the inhabitants of the ' government, including one
big ; city. Therefore, they rely
Giscard TEstaing of
more on superstitious hints (i.e. ' France.
:
the fullness of the moon, the. ' There Is no epilogue for that"
howling-- of dogs, etc) than on; ; disaster. The inhabitants are still
perspective.
- paying for
" If you carefully examine The scientific ones. ,
it. In the remaining
five
days
InWithin
careful
Plain Dealer' or The Beacon
Journal youH find some articles spection was made by experi- . grouped in oversize classes and
the school day shortened. People :.
about international events, but enced engineers under governvery few about processes." After ment order. Green cards were have to wait in line to receive a,
all, what is most important in the affixed for houses classified safe loan in , order to ; repair their"1
occupation (approximately houses. But,' most, importandy
world today are processes, and for
of the inspected buildings). the fear of another sudden quake
77
not events. The news you read is The rest
had received either a will never abandon the souls of
almost exclusively ahont
'
yellow card indicating that they - the inhabitants. '
"
;
wBuvMauBjf wnn
where (Camp David, - for In- - '
jlThe InternationaSsrT is a cLSerences between the United
stance). So far I haven't found
column of the' International Stu- States and your own country or
any
articles or analyses
dents Association. Its main goal about any international event- on international affairs.7 "
is to inform you about interna-- -.
Ana American students may
Some years ago it could very : rJonal actualities and cultures. want to write about their experi
Moreover, announcements about ences in foreign countries.: ,
well be argued that the U.S.
doesn't need any foreign news, as t --events organized by the. LS.A.- We will welcome your articles
and critiques In the hope that in
she was quite independent and will be made in this column.
could do without the rest of the , But we also want you to write, t this way a mutual understanding
world. Today thafs no longer The international students can "1 between Americans and foreign
possible. The present American teO about their experiences on ers will develop.
;
standard , of living depends on campus and the process of
adjustment You may like to
Per Isaksson, PjO. Box 1892 ,
foreign supplies for half of what it
; Brlgit Staatsen. P.O. Box 1776
about
write
cultural
and
social
needs more than anything else,
oil. And in twenty .years this
resource will become even more
scarce. ;v'
by Mary Ann Woodie - :J
We need each other badly, and
.The , Interracial . House has
I hope we international students
- The women of the Interracial
already
sponsored a student open
can contribute to increasing House (Hesson)
are ; working
house, which was a success. We
knowledge and understanding.
together to improve; racial feel it is important to inform the
relations on the Wooster Campus. student body what we are doing
inrough a variety of activities
since much of the racial Droblem is :
tnese women hope to encourage - due to a- lack of exposure and
information about other cultures.
a- diversified but unified,
atmosphere,", according v to Arm explained Julie Barber, another
-: . ; -Fisher, a Hesson House resident - Hesson resident'
343 E. COWMAN ST.
faculty
The
which .
During t e fall quarter Hesson
they sponsored last Wednesday
is plannin a Disco dance
House and Seventh . was an equal success. This open
Section which wQI be open to the house, to which both faculty and
"
For Your
whole campus. One of the goatsof students were invited, featured
Convanlenc
the House is to get racially; President Copeland speaking
!
Just off IhaCotteg
segregated sections such ' as briefly on racial issues affecting
Campus i For ALL
Seventh and Harambee together' Wooster..
Your Travel InquirfM
in a social atmosphere. ,
; - Besides the activities which
,
odHisJi-:;.
'
The Administration has asked " involve the whole campus, the
TENTH ANNUAL
the program house to conduct an House is also working with inter- - '
LONDON SHOW TOUR
indepth study about black housing house relationships. SpecificaDy
Morch7-21- .
178
options. The study wQI consist of they are trying to get n touch with '
Course credit offered
personal interviews relating to the their own . feelings : about race .
See Or. Shutz , '
College's policy of placing new stereotypes and learning about
black students all together with a different cultures. Rosetta .Moore
black RA The issue being ? and Cindy Jarvis are helping the
questioned is, "Is this policy i women .. work through these

,
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Foreign Psi3etive Valuable

by Per Isakssoi.
I have now been to the United
States for a month and so far
there haven't been any problems
In adjusting to all the new things.
.'-

-.

.

Wooster is a great place to be.
but I miss a ' few things, from
meatballs ' with
Lingonberries. and perhaps more
importantly, the international
home-Swedi-
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Consultants

hours

Sunday - 1pm - 10:30pm
10:30-10:3- 0
Monday - Thursday
Friday & Saturday - .10:30-- 1 am
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Histitutional racism

or is it a
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problems by conducting

supportive group which is workshops and doing
exercises.'
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these other organisms to die off," associate of the recently created
which would come to be known
Time, NoDr 7, 1977). Although International Louis Leakey Meas the "anthropologists' mother Leakey- - believes that man has morial Institute for African Prehistory, His goal is, "to build
lode" Time; Noo. 7, 1977, of the ability to continue
' whom Leakey would be the he questions whether the right these two associations Into mar
v!. .
discoverer.
decisions will be made to enable jor centers for the study of man's
"w After deciding oh his career,
origins." Time; Noo77r 1977.
such evolution to txxur.'1
Leakey made plans to attend a : As - well as studying early Leakey is also engaged In variuniversity fn London and passed - man's physical aspects, Leakey ous wildlife clubs and founda- -.
' the entrance exams. But he concentrates on interpreting his ' tions in Kenya. Origins and
could not start school until the socialization. Certain pebbles People of the Lake are his two
next term, nine months, which 'found at Olduvai Gorge and Lake most . recent contributions to
Leakey decided was too much "Turkana are believed to - be anthropology. Roger Lewin, Leatime to waste, and so gave up his evidence' of the ' tools used by key's
has added these
plans for higher educationr early man.? For Leakey, this is two publications to his list of four
Some of. Leakey's ' colleagues' evidence that, "before the Inven- - personal publications and is also '
now look distastefully upon his tion of agriculture some 10,000 the science editor of New Scienlack of a college degree. How years ago, man was a peaceable tist in London. ;;
.
r . f?
- ever, "most consider . Leakey to
Time, Noo. 7, ' Although most of Leakeys time
have gotten the best practical 1977. This is in contradiction to is occupied by .organizations and
experience and education in
the notion .proposed by Robert. publications, whenever a major
while growing Ardrey, an accomplished play- excavation takes place at Lake
up. In 1968, Leakey took his wright who has also published Turkana, he insists on leading it"
proposal on excavating at Lake
.vThe future of the Human
personal views on the history
Turkana to the National Geogra-- - his mankind,
depends crucially on two
species
that
who claims
.
phic Society and asked for of
ft
things:
our' relationships with
lnwarcuy
was
personal funds to subsidize the.: man vloleni from creation.
one another, and our relationexcavation. Upon receiving sup
Presently. Leakey spends most ship to the world around us. ,
port, Leakey developed a camp of his time in Nairobi, Africa, Every individual on this earth,
near . Lake Turkana , at Koobi fulfilling his obligations as Direc- whatever color, is a member of
- Fora, an area overrun with bugs
tor of the National Museums of Homo 'sapiens. We. are one
. and crocodiles. Along with these
Kenya, a position he has held species, one people." Richard.
dangers, Leakey's f excavating
1968V and as research Leakey, Origins.
teams, mostly African - natives, since
also endured frequent temperatures near 115 degrees F.
After setting up, Leakey and
Career Planning and Placethe' Swahilian teams embarked
to write an effective, impressive
; on the study of fossilized bones at
ment Service wants you to have resume.
.'
'
;
Lake Turkana. Team members a resume!
vKate Tillotson and Mike
The week of October 16 is FlanneUy, Interns in the CPPS
sited possible valuables and
Leakey, who would then
RESUME WEEK at CPPS. office, will be available in the
uncover the remnants. After the ; .RESUME WEEK will provide an CPPS office to assist students in
bone fragments were extracted,. ' opportunity for all students, from compiling their resumes. Kate
frosh to seniors, to write a and Mike are also available for
,. they were submitted to a group
resume and begin a credential ; resume writing programs in the
of anatomists and paleontolo"
gists, one of whom was Leakey's file In the CPPS office.
residence halls throughout the
A resume is a concise account '.'.week.
wife, Meave, who then worked to
assemble the bones. The Kenyan of a person's career background
Take advantage of RESUME
teams have proved the value at and qualifications, and is an WEEK and put together a
Lake 'Turkana by . uncovering essential document when apply- . resume that will be an important
part of your future career develmore than 300 fossilized bone ; ing for any position. - C
CPPS will be open from
to opment.
specimens, a . figure which is
beyond that of any other site. 6:00 p.m. Monday, October 23, ' : Career,; Planning and Place"He and the natives have found , through Friday. October 27,' and ment Service would also like to
more and better fossils than any from 9:00 to 11.00 p.m. Monday
announce.that Vanderbilt Owen
other anthropologists and exca- - . through Thursday evening to' Graduate School of Manage- vators Time, Noo.7, 1977. Two. . encourage students to learn how
of their principal findings were of
a 700 cubic centimeter skull, in
million-year-ol.
1972 and a
environmental
homoerectus' skull in 1975, with
The National Wildlife protection, of
grants range up to
a brain capacity of ; 900 cxv Federation has set a deadline of quality. The
:W-.;;v'
'.
;
, coming the closest yet to modern
December 31, 1978, for $4,000.
'
addition
In
the NWF
to
applications from graduate ,;.
uay man.
- fellowships,
which have . been
The purpose of Leakey's exca students for its 1979-8- 0
'
vations Is to find some means of - Environmental Conservation - awarded for the past 21 years, the
Federation has since 1971 also
determining man s - ancestors: Fellowships.
awarded joint fellowships with the
eligible
applicants
be
must
be
To
Leakey,
no
mere is
According to
straight line evolution. Excava- citizens of the- - United States, ; ; American Petroleum Institute for
petroleiinv
tors have found four different Canada or Mexico, who are stadies Jnvohring of resources.and
conservation
the
college
or
in
a
degrees
pursuing
as
existing
kinds of honiinids
For information, including a list
long .as 2 million years ago. university graduate program or
of
priority topics, and application
be
must
They
school.
law
.
why
Leakey seeks the answer to
forms, write the Executive Vice
research,
engagedin
principally
extinct
became
of
these
three
fields, President, National WiIdlifc
and only (one form, the Homo rather than course work,"in
Federation,. 1412 16th,. Street,
natural
wildlife,
to
related
still
man,
sapiens or current
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. ;
the
management,
or
resources.exists. Leakey reports that most
. of the human race believes man '
Is on the earth by predestination
'
ABORTION
and that his mistakes cannot
'
Leakey's
alter his existence.
Hp Thru 14 Weeks.
work finds discrepancy with
A
these notions' by uncovering reSafe and Gentle
mains of thousands of living
Akron's Most Experienced T
organisms that have become
p':--'.;
extinct. He reports, "There is
Clinic':;
nothing at the moment to suggest that we are not a part of the
Moderate Fee.-AD- C
Accepted
same pattern that has caused
.-
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ment has recently contacted our that . Vanderbilt could send a
office to inform us of the visit of representative, and we encour- Mr. Eric Van Hevst, a Wooster age students to sign up or just
graduate, to our campus Friday,' stop in the CPPS office to talk to
October 13. We are fortunate Mr. Van Heyst
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Sporting Events Are An Experience As Exciting As Being There!
Movies Are Seen The Way They Were Meant To Be Seen!
Pong And Other Video Games Are More Exiting Than Ever!
0
Can Be Used With Video Tape Playback Equipment!
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Simulated. TV Reception,

Itrs Like Having a 4Movie Theater" in Your Home!
AMAZING $90.00 PROJECTOR KIT now only $29.95

;

,

Imagine inviting friends to see TV Specials Movies, Sports,J'on your Theater Size TV ! It's like viewing on a movie
screen! Everything takes on a whole new dimension
almost makes you feei like you're in the action! Can also
be used outdoors, converting your-bac- k
yard into an open-ai- r Outdoor Theater! This new; invention; gives sharp
brilliant TV reception comparable to commercial. projector systems costing $2,500 or more. " Absolutely SAFE to
use, No electrical or mechanical connections to TV. Removes in seconds for regular size viewing. No special aerial
required. Projects up to 5 x 6 foot pictures' (7.V& Ft: diagonal) on wall or screen, - even in the smallest rooms or
apartments. Best of all, this amazing Projector is really simple and inexpensive .to build yourself.. Even a
old
can do it quickly. Enclosed Kit comes complete with unbreakable lifetime guaranteed Precision Lens System,
11" x 17" illustrated Plans and Specifications and EASY ASSEMBLY instructions. All you supply is only some,
cardboard or wood for the simple cabinet. This Projector can be used with ANY Portable TV set 7" to 25", and will
enlarge pictures in either Color orBlack & White., If you wish, here's an easy way to make money ixi yoursparetime.
Simply assemble and sell these" TV Projectors to your friends, neighbors, relatives, etc.v Everyone with a Television
Set will gladly pay you up to $90.00 for each Projector you build. Make up to $70.00 on each easy sale. Your cost,
one kit - $29.95, two kits - $49.95," five" kits - $9995 . :; v
:
;v :'.
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Scot Soccer Lacking Punch
Nye explained. "We get the ball
. and just kick it to vicinities, instead
of to teammates.
. "We're never sure of ourselves.
We seem to take it for granted
we're going to lose the ball so we

Vy Dave Koppenhaver
r:. V WOOSTER, OHIO - Whatever
else ihe struggling College of
Wooster soccer team may have
needed to cure thejrills, a day of '
Grace lonly compounded them. ; don't follow through on our runs,
: . -- The Scots,, vktrns of a fluke goal that's exactly what you cannot do
and their own continuing inability if you expect to generate any kind
V;" io .mark up a score, fell
to : of offense." '
'
'
Grace College in .Indiana on
It was a frustrated Scot team at
Saturday. .
halftime that recognized they were
TThey- - couldn't do anything
beating themselves. To their credit
against us that amounted to a row. they improved
the second half.
of pins,! said coach Bob Nye, who But as - all season. - they just
'- saw ills' team fall to
on the couldn't cap the good drive with a
season. "Then they got that goal ' good shot
L.
and we folded up camp. The rest of V We must have'nad at least
. i the half was a disaster, just plain
three golden opportunities in the
"
terrible"
...
i
;
second half," Nye said, "situations
At 22:57 Grace pur together a' where an we had to do was get a
strong threat on the Wooster goal, good foot on the batt and you were .
one of its few during the game. 'sure we had a goal
There- was a brief moment of ..."But we tried to kill it You can
- confusion, the Scots failed to clear almost see our eyes light up as we
' - the ballj and Eric Bauer punched get ready to crush the ball, and the
v the ball in from the srowd .
next thing you know the ball is'
"They ran right at us and we just , sailing nine miles over the goal or
v.'" panicked like we have all season," nine miles wide."
v V' ;';
.
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- four-ma- n

offense.

"We

7

"

ft

-

4T

;

another team
"to talk things
out. We're becoming quite a team ,
for meetings. I really don't know
how much we accomplished
Tm just not sure what to do'
right now. Our inexperienced ,
people in the lineup, freshmen and
sophomores, just can't handle our
game concept in a game situation;
they do an right with it in practice
but it disappears against our
opponents. And the more '
experienced players we had hoped
would carry the team just haven't
done it yet.".
"We're in trouble," said Nye. "I
hoping we'd have everything
was
cautious dink game common in rolling by the Southern Methodist
earlier matches, the Scotties game, but it's just not going to
spikers began hitting with more- -; happen. It's not that we don't have
abandon, running up the score the skills, K's just that there are too
rather quickly.
many loose ends to tie up before
A couple of lapses in concenready to play our best baL"
we're
tration on the part of Wooster "
allowed YSU to draw close in the
first game, but the Scotties soon
got back to business, locking .up
the game,
From that point on, Wooster
led the hitters Laura Page and
Pat Buda and aided by the fine
t yetting pt Amy Hoffman, forced
the - Penguins into numerous'"
errors.
'The Scotties closed out the
match with the scores of 15-1-1
and 15-Saturday the reserve squad
hosted Ashland's JV and had its
The taller,
record leveled at
d
Ashland squad defeated the Scotties
"
-

--

Nye's ' lineup changes were
ineffective and will probably be
abandoned He had changed
every position in the rmdfield and
forward line except sophomore
right wing Chuck Allan. He had
also put in freshman Peter Randol
at fullback. : ;
They were just too nervous to
- play the positions,"
said Nye.
"Well go back to the original
lineup at least for now. What we've
got to do is devise some kind of
front to generate some
called

meeting,"" Nye said,

V--

.

Volleyball Wins Pair

by Deb Berg
The Wooster Scottie volleyball
team got on track last week with
-- . easy victories over Denison and
.
Youngsfown State University. .
. On Wednesday Woo travelled
to Granville' to take on the
Denison Big Red. ;
Stilt not displaying the
apparent last season,
nevertheless had
Scotties
fM
-- '' r'nbdifficulty in disposing of
15-15-15-i Denison,
Coach Jim Collier, who rates
defense assort? of the Scottie'
assets, was pleased with
the win but was still anxious to
- .see his squad begin putting the
, ball down with authority.
V Therefore, Saturday's match
with YSU must, have been a
welcome sight
Wooster, hosting the match,
took control from the very start,
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winning

'

,15-- 5.

16-- 4,

the-matc-h

.

15-1-

-

-

.

5.

1--

1.

well-drille-

0-1- 5.

3-1- 5.

.

The defense was true to form,
digging almost all of the few
..

spikes the Penguins sent their
way.
'
In addition, the Wooster
spfkers finally began hittingthe
holes and putting more power into their hits.
.
Instead 'of resorting to the

JV coach Kim Fischer attributed the loss to a need for
continued emphasis ' on basic
skills and more game experience. After all, the entire squad
with the exception of one player
is from the freshman class. Look
for these young Scotties to pull
together later in the season!

.

Senior Laura Page helped the Scotties dominate net play in
wins over Denison and Youngstown State last week. Photo by Amy
Sancetta.
'

.

Five
WOOSTER, OHIO
College of Wooster varsity soccer
players were suspended Monday
by Coach Bob Nye for violating
team rules following Saturday's
game at Grace College.

Four of the players will be
suspended for the next three
games: They are Paul Warcflaw,
sophomore from Oak Park, UL;
.

Abdou Sarr, sophomore from
Senegal, West Africa; Keith
Meador, senior from Decatur,
Ga.; and Charles "Stu" Maurer,
freshman from Vero Beach, Fla.

Kurt Hoffman, sophomore from
Chagrin Falls, was suspended for
the remainder of the season.
'
Coach Nye declined any further

statement.
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NICKELODEON SLIDES FEATURES
NEWSREELS CARTOONS

QUARTZ
DIGITALS
From $89.95
the dial reads Bulova, you
have a digital watch you
can count on . . . for quality,
accuracy, performance and
style. Come In, see our full
selection of Bulova Quartz
Digitals now.
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Scot Football Still Unbeaten, Marietta Next
"freezing rain began to falL The
Scots quickly found themselves
The
patrons of Severance-Stadiu- in a first & goal situation at the
may have grumbled Otterbein 4 yard line. Unfortunabout the weather, but there was ately, the Scot offense became
nothing but praise for the play as waterlogged and had to settle for
the Black and Gold ripped a Kevin Lynch 22 yard field goaL
The weather helped prevent
division rival Otterbein 24-- 8 last
"
further scoring In the first quar-- Saturday.
Otterbein's Cardinals- - were ter, but: the Scots beat the
considered to be the ' Scots', elements in the second.
stiff est challenge to date, and
The running of Mike Riffee and
from the very outset they proved Rick Leone, under the guidance
to be a different breed of cat-of Tim Raffell, steered the Scots
After a booming Kevin Lynch
downfield toward another first &'
kickoff, the Cardinals started
goal at the Cardinal 4 yard line.
'play at their own 20 yard line. Three plays later they still hadn't
Immediately they began to chalcrossed the line, and were In
-

--

wind-chill-

d,

m

-

V

tional powerhouses, Baldwin-Wallac- e
and Wittenberg. This is
truly an exciting year for
Wooster Scot football, The
- effort was tremendous, conskier- ino the nnalltir nf th team mtA
Coach HoDman. The Scots are
for reaL The. next two weeks.- - however, will be Divotal ones for
the team.
In this week's Homecoming
-

-

ed

'

to go home with a goose egg,
however. Otterbein recovered a
Wooster fumble on Woosters 24,
and quickly drove down field to
score when quarterback Krumpak carried the ball over from the
nationally ranked , rushing .3 yard line. An attempt at a two
point conversion was good.
defense. .
.
They seemed intent on proving
The Scot reserves ran one
the point because Otterbein more uneventful series before the
came put running in the third 'final gun sounded. The closing
time gun sounded. It is interesting
to note that Otterbein- quarter-- .
back Krumpak attempted only
three passes in the entire first
halfTThe Cardinals apparently
believed they could run against a

by Hank Sperry

rain-drenche-
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iSUSCXSGXZIZi
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lenge the Impenetrable Scot
rushing defenseand challenge
they did. The Cardinals drove 41
yards, aD on the ground, before
defensive back Rick Kolencik
took the wind out of their sails by
pouncing on a Wayne Cummer-landfumble at the Wooster 39
yard line.
Wooster took over as the
er

jeopardy of choking again.
--

Coach Tom HoDman Immediately called a time-oto settle
things down. It worked. Tim
Raffell got the word and plunged
e
from one yard
into the
out Lynch's kick made it 10-The Wooster defense revved up
and easily contained the next two
Cardinal drives before the half-ut
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Otterbein rushers found the going tough against Wooster's lationally ranked defense. Photo by

'
:
'.
.
Greg Tonian.
,
..
Cummer-landtally
Wayne
registered
for
Scots
With
the
contend
must
24 points
quarter.'
'aame.
running almost exclusively ; Wooster, only 8 points for Otter-bei- with - the tough Pioneers , of
. o j
the Cardinals drove almost 50
Marietta. The Pioneers boast, a
yards before the Scot defense
1 record, losing only the fearOtterbein's Wayne Cummer-landcould come up with the magic
led all rushers with 105 some Wittenberg Tigers. ;jTh;1
Taking the baD on their own 24, yards, but the Scot's George' Marietta uirrpct li
In that
the Scots engineered a drive that -- Anderson was a close second number, of talented players rewas crowned by the most exciting with 90. Mike Riffee gained 75 turning from last. year. On "...
play of the game. On a second . yards for the day. Tim Raffell offense, senior tailback Mark Boy n
down & seven on the Otterbein passed for - 94 yards on six brings in 2210 career yards.
39, Wooster quarterback Tim completions, and Chris Romano
Raffell took the snap from center caught two of those for 54 yards,
He, along with quarterback
and promptly dropped it AmazOtterbein accumulated 247 yards lom navraneit
948 yards .
ingly, he grabbed it back before it and Wooster had 380 for the day. passing) ana a rebuilt onensrve ,
hit, the ground, but hastehy
In jdefeating Otterbein, the line, are out to prove this year's
uncorked the football when he Scots have proved themselves to success is no fluke. The defense is- -'
felt pressure from all sides. Chris
be a legitimate OAC power.They also solid, especially with OAC
Romano, however, was under-- : no longer, will be considered part MVP Charlie Black in the secondneath the football when it landed of the OAC "pack." They have ary. Black has led the league in
and made a super catch for a graduated to the ranks of tradi- the past two years.
thrilling Scot TD. Kevin Lynch's
boot made It 17-While the Scotsmen were ac- cumulating yardage and points,
After two overtimes followed
Junior Kathy Seaman and freshthe Cardinals continued to run
by
two
of
flick
offs,
series
the
man Amy Barnard scored for
with the football with minimal
field hockey team yielded Wooster, but Denison flicked the
Scottie
success.
; V
to a tough DenJson team
final goal past goalie Beth
The Scots struck gold one Saturday
Denison.
at
Sperry, who played an otherwise
more time, in the fourth quarter.
Starting on their 27, Wooster' 6-- In the first half Denison took a' excellent game with 27 saves..
3
edge in shots on goaL
plowed ahead 73 yards. The drive
Denison controlled play in the
"Wooster is in a rebuilding
was highlighted by George An22-- 6
second
half
with
advanta
-'
stage,
especially on defense,"
derson's dazzling runs of 12715. age on penalty
corners
and
said
Kathy Moore. "We
coach
and 12 yards in succession. It was
shots on goaL Wooshad trouble at midfield linking
capped when Jim Powers seventeen
ter, plagued by injuries, had only our attack and defense together,
powered his way into the
two. .
but I feel we played well, confrom two yards out Kevin
sidering
Denison was seeded first
Lynch extended his perfect extra
After both overtimes and the in the state last year and has a
point string to 18 with his kick, first series of flicks, the score
powerful team this year. This
making it 24-In the second was the first time the Scotties
remained tied,'
The Cardinals were not about series, senior Carol Bowers, were required to flick off
a tie,
and our inexperience showed.
We felt the pressure."
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Field Hockey Loses

0.

Sophomore Tim Raffel directed the Scot offense with six
completions for 94 yards and one TD in the 24-- 8 win over
Otterbein. Photo by Greg Toman.
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764PittsburRh
Avenue
"The Pizza with the Big Secret!

0.

Made to Order - Chese. Pepperonl, Sausage.
Mushrooms, Anchovies, Peppers. Onions

.

CITY
W$
NE
S.

Market

;

VWeekdays-5p.m.-la.- m.
Sat-Cp.m.-2a.-

1-- 1.

7

Unbaked pizza to go
Also Serving Italian American Foods
YmLCQUn TO V003TER1
Come See Us:

Frt
Sunday Carry-Ou- t

.

end-zon- e,

m.

Only

5-1- 2.

Closed Tues. I
--

Magazines
Greeting Cards

The Scotties have a rematch
with the same Denison team
Saturday at home starting at 10
'
;- a.m.
.

fi-..-

23-515- 1

BEALL AVE

Newspapers

ECON-Q-WAS-

.

Smoke Shop
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(Jul I North 0 tM Cottft

24 Hour
Ory
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Laundry
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Harirnsifs Onatdiael Mnasldngiim
Pavlovitch was second in 27:12.
Carwile finished third in 2728,
just ahead of Muskingum's Dave
BlumeJ and Mark Downing. Senior
Jeff Pepper was sixth'
for the Scots with a time of 28:23.
For the third consecutive race
Wooster freshman John Johns
and sophomore John Metz
finished dead even, this time in
29:05, good for seventh place.
Jim Wilkins
Senior
and sophomore - Kevin Quinn
.finished in a tie for ninth in 29:37,
displacing Muskingum's fourth
;
and fifth men.

The
WOOSTER, OHIO
College of Wooster cross country
extended its dual meet victory
triumph
string to four with a
over Muskingum Saturday on the
LC. Boles Golf Course. The win
improved the Scots'record to
A victory string of another "sort
was. broken 'as junior
"John Carwile failed to capture top
individual honors for the first time
"
in three meets.'.- top spot "went ' to
. The
Muskingum senior Bill Olinger,
who finished in an outstanding
26:46- - Wooster freshman Joey
26-3- 3

tri-capta-

'-

4-- 1.

tri-capta-

--

:

'.

.

in

--

--

in

Baldwin-Wallac-

.

:

tri-captai-

--

1

Tm obviously happy to win,"
said Scot coach Jim Bean, "but
this race made me more aware of
the work we still 'have to do. We
need an overall team improvement."
Hopefully that improvement will
- come before Wednesday when the
e
Scots face powerful
in the last home race of
the year.

finished

"Baldwin-Wallac- e

n

second in the conference last year
and has eight excellent runners,"
Bean said. "It's going to take an
outstanding effort to beat them."

(ft

Swimmers Defeat Wesleyan
victory.

The Women's . Varsity Swim

Team plashed to a spectacular
76-4- 6
victory over the powerful
Ohio Wesleyan team last Saturday in the PEC On the way to
their triumph, the Scotties broke
6 school records and 1 school
,
and pool record. : ''The team led the meet from
the first event when K.C. Clark.
Nancy Jo McMillian, Brenda
Luger and Ann Howes joined
together to break the 200 medley
relay record.
The Scotties continued from
11 of 13 events.
Freshman Nancy Kieder was
victorious in three individual
events, including the 500
the 200 Individual Medley,'
and the 100 breast stroke, and
broke school records in all three
.
events.
Team Captain K.C. Clark
swam" to a school and ' pool
record in the 50 backstroke, and
freshman Amy McClumpha led
the ;Scottie-- dver8 with a school,
record off the 1 meter board.
.' The Swim team finished off
the meet in fine form when Clark
and Kieder joined with Brenda
Luger and Ann Howes to set yet
another school record in the 200
freestyle relay.
'Other victories in the meet
came from Ann Howes, who won
both the 100 and 200 freestyle.
Brenda Luger was victorious In
the 100 backstroke. Deb Allenby
won the 50 butterfly, and Julie
Fair sprinted to a 50 freestyle

performance,

;

Nan

Coach

.

powerful Kenyon team tonight at
6:30 p.m. in Gambler. Kenyon is
the defending OAC champion- -

Nichols said, "I can't find the ship team, but according to
words to describe how well we
did. We swam against a tough Nichols the Wooster women are
looking forward to a good, close
team and did beautifully.' r
The Scotties will face the meet. .;'

-

-.

-

there,-winnin-

;.

When asked about her team's
'

.-

THIS WEEK IN SCOT AND SCOTTIE SPORTS ACTION:
FOOTBALL vs. Marietta at home Sat., Oct. 14, 1:30 p.m.
SOCCER vs. West Virginia University at home Sat, Oct. 14,
away Tues., Oct. 17.
4 p.m.; vs. Baldwin-Wallac- e
:
Championships in
CROSS COUNTRY at
Delaware, Ohio Sat, Oct. 14; vs. Heidelberg away
All-Oh- io

g

Tues., Oct. 17.

:v.

FIELD HOCKEY vs. Denison at home Sat., Oct. 14, 10 am.;
yi.
vs. Ohio State at home Mon., Oct. 16, 4 p.m.;
Wittenberg at home Thurs., Oct. 19, 4 p.m. ''
SWIMMING vs. Kenyon away FrL, OctT 13 vs." Denison
- '
.
away Wed., Oct. 18,
VOLLEYBALL vs. Oberlin away Sat., Oct., 14; vs. Capital
and Ohio Northern in Columbus Wed., Oct. 18.

free-styl- e,

.

'--

"

- '4

Freshman Joey Pavlovitch led Wooster to Saturday's victory
over Muskingum. Tomorrow the Scots travel to Delaware for the
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Championships. Photo by James Kefler.
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Jani Oder goes up for a spike against Youngstown State. Photo

by Amy Sancetta.
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